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ABSTRACT

1 review various proposals for the nature of black hole entropy and for the rnechanism
behind the operation of the generaiized second law. I stress the merits of entan-
glenient entropy qua black hole entropy, and point out that, from an operational
viewpoint, entanglement entropy is perfectly finite. Problems with this identifi-
cation such as the multispecies problem and the trivialization of the information
puzzle are mentioned. This last leads me to associate black hole entropy rather
with the multiplicity of density operators which describe a black hole according to
exterior observers. I relate this identification to Sorkin's proof of the generalized
second law. I discuss in some depth Frolov and Page's proof of the same law, find-
iug it relevant only for scattering of microsystems by a black hole. Assuming that
the law is generally vaiid I rnake evident the existence of the universal bound on
entropy regardless of issues of acceleration buoyaney, and discuss the question of
why macroscopic objeets cannot emerge in the Hawking radiance.

51)

1. Introduction

Thruu intricately related issues llave characterized black hole thermodynamics
Inr the better part of two decades: the meaning of black hole entropy, the mechanism
behind the operation of the generalized second law. and the information loss puzzle.

"•¿X, Black hole entropy and the generalized second law were introduced in 1972.1-3

lot of activity in black hole thermodynamics followed Hawking's 1974-75 papers
describing the Hawking radiance. > The information puzzle dates from Hawking's
1976 paper.6 Interest in these matters mellowed at the end of that decade. From
the early 1990's there has been a intense resurgence of interest in all three issues
leading to much debate, illumination and confusión. Today, well into its third decade
of development. black hole thermodynamics remains intellectually stimulating and
puzzling at once. What follows is not so much a full review of the first two issues, as
my impression of some promising directions which are likely to influence resolution
ni' the information puzzle and lead to insights outside the immediate subject.

Black hole entropy had some predecessors: Christodoulou's irreducible mass/
Wheeler's suggestion of a demon who violates the second law with help of a black
hole, Penrose and Floyd's observation that the event horizon área tends to grow^
and Hawking's área theorem.10 Cárter11 and Bardeen, Cárter and Hawking12 were
aware of the analogy between horizon área and entropy as reflected in their first and
second laws of black hole mechanics, but did not take the analogy seriously. The
view that horizon área divided by Planck's length square is really an entropy, not
just an analog of entropy,1"3 met initially with opposition12'8*13 but was embraced
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widely after Hawking's demonstraron5 that black boles radíate thc-rmally. 13y (,hc
end of the 1970's it was generally accepted that a black hole, at least a quasistatically
and semiclassically evolving one, is endowed with an entropy (throughout I use units
with G = c= k, but display h)

Sf)l¡ = A/(4h) (1)

Today it is clear that if one sticks to general relativity or to dilaton type gravity
theories in 3 + 1 dimenskms, and matter has normal properties, Eq. (1) is widely
val id.14

As a geometric property, black hole entropy could be granted thermodynamic
status only because of two poínts. First, one can derive from it a temperatura by
the thermodynamic relation T = (dM/dSBH) with M the black hole mass-energy2

which happens to have the same form as Hawking's radiance temperature [TBH =
h/(8irM) for Schwarzschild]; in fact this is the way the proportionality contant in
Eq. (1) was first calibrated.4'5 However, the ulterior meaning of black hole entropy
has remained a mystery. Second, black hole entropy enters into the generalized
second of thermodynamics (GSL) on the same footing as ordinary matter-radiation
entropy 5"rad+mat: f° r a transformation of a closed system including black holes

ASIW + A 5 r a d + I I i a t > 0 (2)

This law has proved quite succesful. Suffice it to recall that when it was originally
formulated, ' Hawking's radiance was still a thing of the future, yet the GSL was
found to be satisfied by the Hawking process (in its semiclassical form).15 '16 Since
then a number of succesful tests of the GSL have been carried out. Two questions
aróse: what mechanism insures that the generalized entropy grows in any situation,
and are there any exceptions to the law ? These are not trivial questions: under-
standing why the ordinary second law (with no black holes) works in the quantum
world is just beginning to crystallize a century and a half after Carnot. Clausius
and Kelvin (see Ref. 17 for a nice recap).

The Hawking "evaporation" of a black hole brings with it tho information
puzzle.6 Recall the essentials. Hawking's original derivation and subsequent work
show the radiance to have a thermal character (quasi-Planckian spectrum and ther-
mal statistics mode-by-mode).18'1''' This is usually traced to the picture of pair for-
mation out of the vacuum for modes that skim the event horizon on their way out
to future null-infinity J+. One of each pair goes out to contribute to the Hawking
radiance; its companion is lost down the black hole. The quantum state of the
Hawking radiation by itself lacks the quantum correlations with the "lost" quanta
which are part and parcel of the original puré vacuum state at past null-infinity J-.
Henee the Hawking radiation all by itself is ín a mixed state. It happens to be a
nearly maximally mixed state, and so is thermal. If the black hole truly disappears
by evaporation, one is left with a thermal (mixed) state of radiation with nothing to
correlate with in order to reconstitute the puré state. Hawking concluded from this
that black hole evaporation catalyzes unitarity violation, that quantum mechanics
is not fully correct in the presence of black hole horizons, and that contrary to the
venerable rules, a puré state can become mixed.6 This strong claim forms the basis
of the information puzzle or paradox in black hole physics.

The three issues are actually one in the sense that when people find out how
to fundamentally resolve one of them, they will have resolved all three. In thu last



h;w yiüii's it lias been fashionable to explore these issnes in the framework of exactly
sulviibU: held-theoretic toy models in 1 + 1 dimensions.19 I wish my comments to be
inüírpreted in unfashionable 3+1 dimensions. What is lost in exactness of treatment
lliis w;iy is balanced by the realism of the conclusions.

2. The Mean ing of Black Hole Ent ropy

''Entropy" must be one of the most abused terms in physics. We all agree that
Boltzmann's entropy derived from the one-particle distribution function of a gas,
and Gibbs' canonical ensemble entropy are closely related to Clausius's thermody-
namic entropy. Somewhat more removed, but still clearly related to phenomeno-
logical entropy, is Shannon entropy - the measure of unavailable information,

Mci.st likely unrelated to it, uve, Kolmogorov entropy in the theory of chaotic flows,
or Cluiitin's algorithmic entropy in the theory of computation.

Although there can be little doubt that black hole entropy corresponds closely
to a phenomenological entropy. its deeper meaning has remained mysterious. Is it
similar to that of ordinary entropy, i.e. the logarithm of a count of internal black
hole states associated with a single black hole exterior ?2i15>16 Is it the logarithm of
the number of ways in which the black hole might be formed ?2 '16 Is it the logarithm
ni' I,he number of horizon quantum states ? Does it stand for information lost
in the transcendence of the hallowed principie of unitary evolution ?6 '2 4 I would
claim that at. this stage the usefulness of any proposed interpretation of black hole
entropy turas on how well it relates to the original "statistical" aspect of entropy as
a measure of disorder, missing information, multiplicity of microstates compatible
witli a given macrostate, etc.

ín Hawking's field theoretic approadi, which served as inodel for nearly all work
in the 1970's and 1980's, and in the venerable surface gravity method,12 '25 black
hole ternperature is the primary quantity, and the black hole entropy is recovered
Crom Clausius's rule S = j dM/T. The statistical aspect is not exposed. Wald's
Nnthcr charge method,26 '27 the method of déficit angle,28 and the method of field
icddinition2 ' are likewise good for calculating black hole entropy in unfamiliar sit-
uations, but leave one mostly in the dark as to its statistical meaning. In the
Gibbons-Hawking Euclidean method the black hole entropy is basically classi-
:al: the A/(4h) contribution appears at tree level, i.e., to lowest order in h in the
unctional integral. Yet in statistical mechanics of fields, statistical entropy first ap-
HMIYH at one-loop level. Thus although the Gibbons-Hawking approach has proved
niitful for calculating the valué of the black hole entropy in novel situations/4 it
s not in itself a statistical interpretation of black hole entropy (my early reaction
l,o Míe Gibbons-Hawking approach is recorded in the discussion to Ref. 30). One
might. expect that going beyond tree level might bring in truly statistical features
of entropy. Thus enters entanglement entropy.

2.1. Why Entanglement Entropy ?

Entanglement entropy was used vcry early in velativity to understand the Un-
riih effect as resulting from ignoring the states beyond the Rindler horizon. '̂̂ ^ The
last year witnessed a renaissance of the interpretation of black hole entropy in terms



of quantum entanglement entropy proposed by Bombelli, Koul, Lee and Sorkin33

(henceforth BKLS) in a classic paper frorn the quiet period of the subjects's his-
tory. The idea was rediscovered by Srednicki34 who pointed out that the global
vacuum state of a scalar field in flat spacetime, when restricted to the exterior of an
imaginary sphere, is in a mixed state there. The density matrix of this mixed state
arises from tracing out those parts of the global state that reside inside the sphere;
its entropy is evidently related to the unknown information about the sphere's in-
terior. This entropy is nonvanishing only because the exterior state is correlated
with the interior one (or entangled in the sense that the parts of the singlet state of
two electrons | t ) | 4-) - ¡ i)\ T) a r í : entangled). In the sphere's case the quantum
entanglement entropy comes out to be proportional to the sphere's surface área,
albeit with a coefrkient which diverges quadratically in the high frequency cutoff.34

The main points had been made earlier by BKLS. They also gave reasons for
relating at least part of the black hole entropy to entanglement entropy of the state
outside black hole. In particular, they pointed out that whereas for an ordinary
"black box" situation the emergence of entanglement entropy out of a puré state
is to a large extent a matter of choice for the observer, for the black hole case the
horizon's presence makes its emergence mandatory. They noted that because the
black hole exterior evolves autonomously - no information is fed into it from inside
the horizon - one can expect a second law to apply to an entropy defined exclusively
in it. BKLS were aware that the divergence of the entanglement entropy is due to
high frequency modes near the horizon, and suggested that the physical entropy is
finite due to quantum fluctuations of the geometry at the horizon.

Entangiement entropy has lately been explored further by Susskind, Thorlacius
and Uglum23 with an eye on the relation between entanglement and radiation en-
tropy. Holzhey35 and Callan and Wilczek36 have made use of clever techniques
for computing it, concluding with BKLS and Srednicki that a plañe boundary in
Minkowski spacetime, when the quantum state beyond it is ignored, gets ascribed
entanglement entropy proportional to the área of the boundary with an ultravi-
olet quadratically divergent coefficient. Kabat and Strassler further show that
the density operator in question is thermal irrespective of the nature of the field.
Holzhey, Larsen and Wilczek38 explore a method to regularize the divergence in
conformal field theories.

2.2. Entanglement Entropy is Opcvatúmally Finita

The divergence of entanglement entropy, common to flat. and black hole spacn-
times, has puzzled people. But, at least in flat spacetime, the problem is a red
herring: when the operational procedure behind the formal "tracing" is a physical
one, there cannot be a divergence. To see why this is so, let me first state the
problem as usually conceived- The global vacuum state will be denoted by |0). Th(¡
space is divided by a boundary into an interior and exterior región. Let a complete
basis of States for the interior región be denoted by {\a}} and one for the exterior
one by {|¿4)}- Now suppose that {\a}} ® {|̂ 4)} is a basis for the global stíites. TIKMI
it is possible to represent the vacuum state as

^ (4)

where the CUA are complex numbers. If nothing is known about the interior side of
the boundary, then one obtains the exterior state by assigning each interior state



;>qua] wtñght, Le., by tracing |0){0| ovt;r tho basis (|o)} and then normalizing:

Tro |0)(0|
= Tr,M|O)(O| : (5)

Ti, is the von Neumann entropy S = - T r ^ fe x t lnrext which is the entanglement
imtropy. It diverges because there are many high frequency modes in the sum in
E({. (4), and thus an infinity of states are traced over.

TIowever, the kind of trace in Eq. (5) does not correspond to any operational
piiíscriptíon. Tt is untrue, in general, that one knows nothing about the interior
state. For example, if the región selected is spherical of radius R, then just from
l.hc lact that the spacetime is fíat to some accuracy, one knows that the energy E
assoriated with the interior región has to be small. Of course, the global vacuum
has zero energy, but one is discussing the energy of the state left after tracing - a
different one. In fact if the boundary delineating the región being traced out were
absolutely sharp, the uncertainty principie might suggest a very large energy for it.
Thus we think of that boundary as slightly fuzzy.

Anyway, we can write E/R = £ <£ 1 where £ is the relativistic quality pararneter
(GM/c2R in dimensional notation). Thus in forming the density operator for the
exterior región, one should assign equal nonvanishing weights only to the interior
«tutes with energy below E. Equivalently, one should trace |O){O|0(.E-i7int) instead
ol'just |0){0| over {¡a)}; here H-mt is the Hamiltonian for the interior degrees of
freedom. In the expression for the new density operator, pext(E), ail sums over a
are to be confined to states |a) with energy below E. The claim is that the physical
entropy Sext(E) = ~^'A Pext(E)1n Pext(E) '^ finite for bounded E.

To see this most easily suppose the basis {\A)} diagonaiizes pf,xt(E). Then the
eigenvalues of pext(E),

are the probabilities for the exterior states {1^4}}; here a prime on a sum means
it is restricted to states with energy below E. Then the von Neumann entropy of
Pext{E) is just the Shannon entropy:

i IHIW argui! tliat this entropy is bounded i'rorri abovt; by h\N(E), where N(E) is
the iHiniber of interior quantum states \a) with energy btilow E, itself a nuinber
easy to bound.

The first step is the well known Kymmetry theorem39 whose proof in the present
t;ontext goes as follows (see Ref. 34). Define pjnt by the analog of Eq. (5), but with
the trace taken over (|.A)}. This is the state of the interior región when one ignores
the Information about the exterior. However, as before, interior states \a) with
(üim-gies above E are not allowed. Thus the rows of the matrix Ca¿ corresponding
to such states are to be amputated in a physical discussion. In effect, given the
infumiation that the interior región has little energy, the full CaA does not give
the correct global quantum state compatible with that information. Cali the am-
putated matrix C. Then the manifestly positive definite matrix fíext = C^C/TrC^C
i'dprufiisnts p(ÍXt. (see Eq. (5)) whilc ñi,lti = C*C* /TvC*c' ruprissiiiits p i n t (T denotes
"tran.spose").



Because the sets {|J4)} and {\n)} are inequivalent, ñj¡,t ^ Rext- TTnwever.
Tr C*C = TrC'C (transposing does not affect traces). By the cyclic invariante
of the trace of a product, it is easy to extend this to Tr {C*CT)n = Tr (C+C)n for
n = 2, 3 , . . . Equivalently, £ ^ pn

A = Y^a Pa where pa is an eigenvalue of pínt de-
fined in analogy with Eq. (6). This last relation is true for all n only if R¡ l l t and
.ñext have the same list of nonvanishing eigenvalues (the number of zero eigmivalues
may be different40). Now because the von Neumann entropy of p-mU S-mt. can be
expressed in terms of pa in analogy with Eq. (7),

Of course this key result would likewise be valid formally had one not excluded the
high energy |a) states. However, since S = 5ext(co) = oo, that result would not bu
interesting.

The máximum possible valué of S^fi?) is obtained when all pa are equal. If
tht;re are N(E) interior |a) states below energy E, then the sum in Eq. (8) equals
In N(E), the microcanonical entropy of the interior as a function of energy. Thus
one finds for the entanglement entropy according to the exterior observer

Sext(E)<\nN(E) (9)

The terms of the problem require that the states \a) counted by N(E) be confined
to the interior región. One way to enforce this is to subject the field to a boundary
condition at the surface between the regions. which amounts to putting the system
represented by H\nt in a box and ignoring the exterior. Suppose the field is freo,
and thus described by some one-particle Hamiltonian hl. Then a semianalytical
argument assures one that for any box shape

where
C(K, 4) = Tr h;4 = 9l E~A + g2 s^4 + . . . (11)

is the analog of Riemann's zeta function £(4), but with the one-particle eigenener-
gies Ej (each with multiplicity î .) in the box replacing the positive integers. This
result has been checked41 by counting all many-particle states in a box up to energy
E for electromagnetic, scalar and neutrino fields. The boxes were either spherícal,
or rectangular with various aspect ratios. The boundary conditions were Neumann
or Dirichlet for the scalar, conducting boundary for the electromagnetic, or zero
energy outflow for the neutrino field. The results confirm Eq. (10) to about 5%
accui-acy. It is already plain from the comparison of inequality (9) with the approx-
imation (10) that the entanglement entropy arising from ignoring the interior región
is bounded so long as it is recognized that the interior región has limited energy E.
The entanglement entropy grows at most as fast as E.

The approximation (10) can be traded for the ñgorous bound42 '43

where a bar indicates that the eigenenergies and degeneracies used to calcúlate the
zeta function are to be those appropriate for a sphere with radius R equal to the



circuinscribing radius of the box (which can be of any shape and topology). Now
t.lic; terms in Eq. (11) typically drop off rapidly. And since only [CÍ/1,,4)]1/4 is of
concern, and i?, should not be large compared to unity, a passable approxirnation
to [C(''-i, 4)]1/4 is l / e r On dimensional grounds one expects, for a massless field,
that el ~ h/R. If the field is massive, e1 should be larger. Thus for a massless field
one-! expects [C(hl,4)]1/4 ta R/h, with a smaller valué for a massive field. Explicit
calculation of C(/¿,, 4) for electromagnetic, scalar and neutrino fields44' confirm
this. One can cover every type of known field by replacing (12) by the (rather
generous) uniform bound

ln¿V(E) <2nRE/h (13)

wliich T like to cali tht¡ universal entropy bound.44

Put all this together. From the definition of relativistic quality parameter one
has E = £R. Substitution in bound (13) and that in inequality (9) gives

Sext < 2ntR2/h (14)

which is the desired formula. This bound on entanglement entropy scales up with
área of the circumscribing sphere, but the coefficient is not infinite (for a nearly
fíat spacetime system, £ < 1). Let me now cavalierly push the formula beyond its
iritent to £ —> 1 (the black hole regime). Obviously the entanglement entropy could
very well approach TYR /h which is of the order of the black hole entropy, Eq. (1)
The idenüfication of the two34 seems reasonable on this grounds.

An obvious caveat about the above argument is that it pushes bound (13),
which is well established in fíat spacetime, to a strong gravity situation. The strong
gravitational redshift in the black hole vicinity may well allow many states based on
arbitrarily high (local) frequency modes to be included in the count of states for a
system with finite global energy E (isn't this what the Hawking process is about ?).
TlniK. although it is clear than in flat spacetime the entanglement entropy is finite
in physically well defined situations, the analogous claim about curved spacetime
awaits proof of the analog of bound (13) for strong gravity. A quite independent
argument that black hole entropy calculated as entanglement entropy will come out
finite as a result of rcmorrnalization of the gravitational constant is put forth by
Susskiiid and Uglum.4''

2.:¡. The Multiplicity of Species Problem

Another thorny problem with equating entanglement and black hole entropy
is that, since each field in nature must rnake its contribution Lo the entanglement
ciil.ropy, black hole entropy should scale up with the number of field species in
nal.urti. Yet Eq. (1) says nothing about number of species ! An interesting resolution
suggested by Sorkin46 and 't Hooft47 is that indeed different species contribute, but
that the contributions of the actual species in nature exactly add up to A/(4h).
The point of view here is that the list of elementary particle species is prearranged
l.o chime with gravitational physics. The results of Sec. 2.2 can be used to show
that, this is not out of the question. One adds up the specific valúes of ((/ tp4) for
the species found in nature to form a grand zeta function for "matter". Taking
into account three species of single-helicity neutrinos, six species of quarks, three of
leptons and eight gluons together with all their antiparticles, as well as the photon,
t.lu! W* and Z bosons, and a Higgs doublet of complex scalars (for simplicity I think
<if all species as massless), one gets41'42 C{grand,4) = 9.45ñ /h4. Repeating the



47/004

argument based on inequality (12), one is led to replace inequality (14) by 5(¡xr. <
3.88£/£2//¿. Thus it is not ¡nconceivable that due to the gravitational and other
interactions, Sext ends up being nR2/h in the strong gravity limit, as appropriate
for black hole entropy.

A very different resolution is offered by Jacobson.48 The argument is, roughly,
that the effective action of every field quantized in curved spacetime carries a piece
that looks like the Hilbert action, so that every such field makes a correction to
the valué of G . For n fields the correction to G~ is proportional to n. But
the entanglement entropy contributed by n fields is also proportional to n. Thus,
if all of G~l comes from effective actions (Sakharov's visión of effective gravity)
the entanglement entropy will scale up as G"1 . It thus makes sense to identify
the entanglement entropy and the black hole entropy; the latter, <?A¡{4Gh) in
dimensional form, also scales like G . A similar argument is given by Susskind
and Uglum.45 This resolution of the multiplicity problem depends on black hole
entropy being all entanglement entropy. As I argüe below, this identification seeins
to resol ve the inforrnation loss puzzle in a somewhat too trivial way.

This section would be incomplete without reference to the resolution due to
Frolov.4^ Its background is Frolov and Novikov's^ identification of black hole en-
tropy with the entanglement entropy of the mixed state obtained by tracing over
the exterior States in the global vacuum of a field. Note that it is a lógica] conse-
quence of the nature of quantum entanglement that one cannot have the black hole
entropy residing in one región and arising from ignorance of the state of the degrees
of í'reedom in that same región. Accordingly, Frolov and Novikov's black hole en-
tropy "resides" inside the black hole. The BKLS and Frolov-Novikov viewpoints
do not necessarily clash because the symmetry theorem certifies that, because the
global state is puré, the entanglement entropy comes out the same either way.

Frolov worried about the dependence of this entanglement entropy on the iuim-
ber of matter fields, and reconsidered the identification. He recalls that the free
energy T of a system depends 011 an external parameter A via, say, the dependence
of mode frequencies on it. Thus dT = -SdT + TldX. Here S is the usual statis-
tical entropy, and the extra term is usually interpreted as work. Frolov regards
black hole temperature as an external parameter, at least within York's picture51

of the black hole enclosed in a cavity whose wall is kept a fixed temperature. Since
mode frequencies scale inversely with black hole mass, Frolov considers them as
proportional to TBH; then CÍA oc dTBH and Frolov interprets the entire coefhcient of
-dTBH in dT, not just S, as SBH. He calculates that the new terms mostly cancel
out the entanglement entropy's contribution to S. Since entanglement entropy is a
one-loop contribution, Frolov finds SfíH to be cióse to the Gibbons-Hawking tree-
level entropy. If little of the Hilbert action is induced by quantum corrections, this
last entropy is independent of the number of species, and so the species problem is
resolved

I find Frolov's view of temperature somewhat confusing. In addition, atnl 011
a more practical level, I note that because of the negative specific heat of the
Schwarzschild black hole, it is possible for such a hole to be in stable canonical
ensemble with temperature as a parameter only in a very small container.16'51

What to do about black hole entropy for a black hole in empty space or one in a
large cavity ? Mode frequencies of radiation of a free black hole are not functions
of its temperature. Thus at best, Frolov's reinterpretation of the Frolov-Novikov
paper is limitad in scope. However, as I discuss now, som<> reidentification of what



ÍH IIKÜIIII, by black lióle entropy is indeed lieeded for finother reason.

2.4. A Proposnl for Black IIolc Entropy

Consíder a black hole formed from collapse of a classical object. A (quantum)
«calar field, originally in the vacuum state, propagates on this background. On a
Cauchy hypersurface like CTUU, in the Penrose diagram of Fig. 1, the entanglement
piitropy of the state pv (a) arising from tracing |0){0| over the interior quantum
states on vl is, according to the BKLS viewpoint, just SBH. It follows from the

Fig.l: Penrose diagram for an evaporating Schwarzschild black hole showing the
semihypersurfaces v¿ inside the horizon % and a outside it.

symmetry theorem that the interior entanglement entropy of the state pa{Vi) which
arises from tracing over the exterior states on a must also be equal to SBH since the



global state of the scalar field is puré. Bul, this "interior'" entropy can be identifird
with the fine-grained entropy of the Hawking radiation since it arises precisely (íotri
ignoring information about states in the black hole exterior. If the semiclassical
picture is any guide, the horizon área will shrink and thus SBH must decrease as
time goes on. But then the radiation entropy, which is at all times equal to SBH by
the symmetry theorem, must decrease and end up by vanishing as the black hole
fizzles out. If this conclusión is correct, it means that the radiation's state beiromes
fully puré in the limit. This eventuality would obviously remove the information
puzzle.

Yet despite venerable arguments in favor of such an outeome,0 1 no sign of
this returning of the radiation to purity is seen either in the semiclassical or be-
yond semiclassical54 calculations. This has engendered the thought that the puzzle
cannot even be properly stated without detailed understanding of trans-Planckian
physics.22'45 There is thus an obvíous problem with the argument in the preceding
paragraph. I infer from this that one should not rigidly equate entanglement en-
tropy with black hole entropy. To be , this i no new insight. BKLS stated that
entanglement entropy is only a part of SBH. And Callan and Wüczek daimed that.
it is only a correction to the tree leve! part of SgH?®

Anyway, tracing over the interior states leaves open the question of which sfíini-
hypersurface v this is being done on. The exterior spacelike se ni i hy per surface a of
interest (see Fig. 1) can be continued in any number of ways - u,, v2, v3,... - inside
the horizon to the central point. Tracing over the states on the typical semihyper-
surface v gives a density operator pv{&) for the black hole exterior. How does pv{a)
depend on the choice of v ? Classically it does not. The global vacuum density
operator |0){0| is unevolving in the Heisenberg picture. The interior observables
do evolve in that picture and so must their eigenstates. However, their evolution
from u, to ua, say, is unitary: no information is fed from the exterior since the two
spacelike semihy per sur faces meet at the horizon. Thus if one performs the trace of
|0)(0| over interior states in a representation based on eigenstates of observables,
one can expect the resulting density operator pv{a) to be the same for all choices
of v because the change from u, to v2 is equivalent to a change of basis, and tra

f f d b h f b i Th l i l l () i i f ique for given a.are unaffected by a change of basis. Thus, classically, pv(a) is unique for
But quantum fluctuations of the geometry are bound to smear the meeting

point of the various v- at the horizon (this smearing is related to that invoked
by BKLS to regularize the entanglement entropy). The unitary relation between
interior eigenstates states on the various semihypersurfaces v cannot be relied upon
because in the face of the fluctuations the very meaning of the statement "spaceliki;
semihypersurfaces meet at the horizon" becomes fuzzy. My guess is that because
of this pv{a) depends slightly on v.

However, the entropies of the various pv(a), namely SV] (a), Sv¡2(a),... are ide-n-
tical. By the symmetry theorem Sv¡ (<r) equals the entropy Sa(v]) of the state in-
duced on vl by tracing |0){0| defined on aUvl over the states in a, and analogously
for v,2,v3,... Since the global state |0)(0| and the semihypersurface a are both
fixed, the trace, pa[v), and the corresponding entropy Sa(v) have to be the saim;
on all v. That and the symmetry theorem gives Sv {a) = Sv (a) = ...

Since there are many possible, albeit quite similar, density operators on rr, iS^fa)
is not the full expression of the statistical uncertainty on a about the black hole
interior. According to information theory,20 if the states of a system can be classified
into several classes {«}, one gets the total uncertainty (entropy) as the sum of the



(ixpni.ssion - ^KpK inP/ci whc-re pK is the probability of class K, and the weighted
average of the intrinsic entropies of the various classes (the weighing factors again
being pK). Obviously in the present case the K stand for the pufu). In the spirit of
Laplace's principie of ignorance, I shall assume that there are effectively Ai equally
liktily pv(<r), where «A/* is a finite number set by the amplitude of the quantum
í'uzziness alluded to above. Then

Uncertainty on a = lnA/" + M~ Sv{a). (15)

Now SH((T) = Sfjfu) in this expression is equal to the Hawking radiation fine-
f-iuined <;ntropy on a (c.f. argument at the beginning of thissection). I now interpret
1 ti JV* as SBH because it is the extra uncertainty about the state in the black hole
interior that is independent of the type of quantum state or field being considered.
By construction this black hole entropy is independent of the number of matter
fields. And in this interpretation the information puzzle ís not trivially removed:
the eventual disappearance of In Af as the horizon contracts does not forcé 5ff(u) to
vanish, though the eventual "purification" of the Hawking radiation is certainly not
forbidden. It remains to be seen whether, because of quantum fluctuations, M is
indeed finite, and whether its logarithm indeed scales as horizon área. Since within
the interpretation just offered \nftf + Sv(a) is evidently the generalized entropy of
Eq. (2), a more immediate question is why does this quantity tend to rise 7 In other
words, what make.s the GSL work 7

3. The Generalized Second Law at Work

;l. ¡. Early Argumenta for the Validity of the GSL

Early "proofs" of the GSL used gedankenexperiments to show that a loss of
material entropy into a black hole is typically compensated by growing S ^ . 1 ' 2 ' 3

With the advent of Hawking's radiance, thermodynamic16 '55 and statistical15 '56

arguments were given that any decrease in SBH is more than offset by the growth of
(;lic radiance's entropy. Hawking's argument is that since the radiance is dumped
1 TIt fi ¡i low temperature enviroment, the increase in radiation entropy more than
(•nmpensates for the reduction of entropy of the hotter black hole. Sewell argued
that the work done by a system whose ¡ntensive parameters (temperature, electric
potential) are set by a black hole should not, as in ordinary thermodynamics, exceed
the reduction in its Gibbs free energy. By the conservation Iaws this is equivalent
to requiring a growth in generalized entropy. These arguments make it seem that
black hole thermodynamics is within the province of ordinary thermodynamics;"
liowüvisr, they leave one in the dark about the statistical reasons for the GSL.

f demonstrated early ̂  that the statistics of the outgoing Hawking radiance (also
loiind in Ref. 18) make it as entropic as allowed by the spectrum that filters through
the potential barrier around the black hole; this remains true even when thermal
ludiation of any temperature T impinges on the hole. The GSL is satisfied in
both processes mode-by-mode. The processes of emission or reemisskm of incident
radiation are irreversible except when T = TBH, rnaking it plain that the radiation
entropy studied is a coarse-grained one. Page has calculated that the Hawking
liuliance of a hole in free space carries 1.619 times more entropy than would be
irquired to break even according to the GSL. All the approaches mentioned so far



assurne that, TBH derives from the horizon afea, and do no!, explain why/wli<;1.h<
the GSL always works and how it íits in with quanturn mechanics (which doe.s tu.
require an increase in entropy).

3.2. Modera Proofs of the GSL

This last issue was first studied by Sorkin in a seminal paper L jumping oír
point for the BKLS paper. Sorkin ignores the black hole interior, and assumes
the exterior and horizon can be described by a density operator

still
(heref

xterior spacelike semihypersurface). He notes that Pext(°") rnust evolve
(autonomously (not influenced by the goings on beyond the horizon), at least in a

classical picture of geometry. Its properties of positive definiteness, hermiticity and
unit trace are expected to be preserved by this evolution. Sorkin further assumes,
on the ground of conservation of energy for the whole system, that the máximum
possible valué of Sexi(a), the von Neumann entropy of pext((r), is unaffectcd by
evolution. He then proves that all this leads to the growth of SextX(r) as G ' s PUSIKH]
forward in time.

Sorkin regarded this an embryonic proof of the GSL, valid for dynamícal black
) into black

) that
hules as well as quasistatic ones. He did not discuss how to split Sex
hole and radíation parts. It is clear from Sorkin's characterization p )
one may intuitiveíy identify Sext((r) with my "uncertainty on a". (But I see no
direct way to construct Sorkin's pexti*7) from my pv(cr)). One thus gets a natural
split for Sext(a), Eq. (15). Thus Sorkin's is a proof that \nAf + Sv(a) must increase
as a advances.

A very different proof of the GSL for quasistatic changes of a black hole has been
formulated by Frolov and Page,58 who were influenced by Zurek and Thorne/)!) For
an cternal black hole, Frolov and Page consider the exterior mixed initial state /̂ initial
to have a factorable form pUp®/5in> where "up" denotes radiation modes coming up
from the past horizon (in the picture of an eternal black hole - equivalent to Hawking
radiation modes for an evaporating one), and "in" denotes modes ingoing from J7_.
The von Neumann entropies are thus related by £jnitiai = Sup + 5¡ n . The state
Anitial ' s assumed to evolve unitarily to a final state Pfina] so that iSfinai = •Sririit.ietl -
The natural modes for this last are "out" modes escaping to J+ and "down" modes
falling into the future horizon. By tracing /5finaj over states formed out of "out"
modes they obtain p¿ov/n and by tracing out "down" type states they obtain poui.
Because of correlations between "out" and "down" quanta, pfina¡ is not factorable
a s Pout ® Pdown- ^n fact the correlations imply that Sf¡n&\ < Sout + S¿ovjn- Frolov
and Page thus obtain

ASrad+tnat = 5 o u r - Shl > S l ip - 5 r towi l (H¡)

In this approach no attempt is made to follow the entropy changes rnointmt by
moment; only the overall change ín ordinary entropy &STaí\+mSít is of import.

In terms of the energies measured at infinity, the change in black hole entropy is
evidently A 5 0 H = (£jn(co) - Emjt(oo))/TBH . By conservation of energy Eiu(ao) -
•Eout(°°) = í'dowiif00) - ¿nipí00)- Converting the energies to the frame of a local
observer corotating near the horizon (or at rest near it. in the Schwarzschüd case),
and using inequality (16), Frolov and Page are led to

ASBH + A S i a d + r a a t > [S l lp - £u p(local)/r0] - [Sdmn - EdowI1(local)/TJ (17)

whoreT0 is TgH blueshifted to the local observer's frame: T0/TBH = E(local)/E(oo).
Frolov and Page regard the "up" and "down" systems as strictly equivalent by time



reversal invariante. The "up" states coming out, of the past horizon are supposed to
be in equilibrium at global temperature TBH and thus at Ta in the local observer's
Ira un;. The "down" modes form the same system, but in some other state. Frolov
and Page recall that when S and E are properties of a thermodynamic system in
;uiy state, and To is some fixed temperature, S - E/To attains íts máximum when
Un: system is in equilibrium at temperature To. Thus, conclude Frolov and Page,
Miu r.h.s. of inequality (17) must be positive, and the GSL (2) follows.

TTow general is the Frolov-Page proof of the GSL ? It is, of course, limited
by its reliance on the semíclassical approximation (classical geometry driven by
¡iverages of quantum stress tensor). Tlús weakness is remediable. Fióla, Preskill,
Strominger and Trivedi54 have recently devised a proof of the GSL in 1 + 1 dimensión
dilaton gravity which goes beyond semiclassical considerations. However, that proof
is n->stricted to very special situations, and works only if a new type of entropy
¡s uscribed to coherent radiation states. Frolov and Page's proof certainly has a
wider applicability. But it does have a loophole: the assumed equivalence of "up"
and "down" systerns by time reversal invariance. The eternal black hole (Kruskal
spacetime) is time—re ver sal invariant as assumed; the realistic radiating black hole is
nol, (a time reverted black hole is not a black hole). Can one project this equivalence
of syst.ems from the former to the later ?

What is involved in the statement that S — E/To is máximum at equilibrium at
lemperature To ? The state of the matter and radiation is encoded in some a density
operator p. In terms of the hamiltonian H, E = Tr(pH) while S = —Tr(plnp).
Thus t.ht: variation Ó(S — TaE) under a small variation Sp is

Ó(S - T,E) = 1\ ' / ; lnp + To)] (18)

so that S — TaE has an extremum under variations that preserve Tr/5 = 1 where
¡> saf.isfifís H + T0]np + T0 - A = 0 with X a Lagrange multiplier. Obviously there
i.s ¡i iiiiique solution p oc exp{-íf/T0), i.e., there is one extremum of S - T0E, a
lluiniial (equilibrium) state with temperature To. This extremum is a máximum
sinctí for fixed E, S attains a máximum in equilibrium. Thus the r.h.s. of Eq. (17)
is indeed nonnegative provided the "up" and "down" states are described by the
solídame hamiltonian.

For the eternal black hole time reversal invariance does indeed guarantee equiv-
aliüici! of "up" and "down" hamiltonians. Compare now an evaporating black hole
m;u]<! by collapse with an eternal black hole of like parameters. Assuming a com-
plete set of states, each of the relevant hamiltonians can be expanded ín the usual
ÍCJI ni H = ^2 U)01 e • ^ *"ne time variation of the evaporating black hole's param-
ri.cr.s iTiay be ignored, the "down" states and eigenenergies for the two black holes
aiií in detailed correspondance, so that the "down" hamiltonians are equivalent.
Thus the "down" hamiltonian for the evaporating black hole is equivalent to the
"up" hamiltonian of the eternal black hole. But the equivalence cannot be carried
one step flirther. The Hawking "up" states from an evaporating black hole emerge
tlinmgh the time dependent geometry of the collapsing object. Thus they cannot
hv put into exact correspondance with "up" states for the eternal black hole which
emerge right into the stationary geometry. This is particularly true of early emerg-
ing "up" states. Thus the exact equivalence of "up" and "down" hamiltonians for
the realistic evaporating black hole is in question since the comparison must be over
ÍI complete set of states.

The above mathematical nicely may well prove irrelevant for the Frolov-Page



proof when it is the scattering of tnicroscopic systems off the black lióle which is
under consideration. However, for events involving an cvaporating black hoh: and
macroscopic objects, the sets of "up" and "down" modes are distinctly difieren!,.
Macroscopic objects are bound states of many quanta of elementary fields. As
discussed below, over the black hole evaporation lifetime such an object occurs in the
Hawking radiance only with exponentially small probability. Thus even if emitted,
the object is emitted by a black hole whose parameters cannot be regarded as
stationary even in rough approximation. The comparison of the realistic and eternal
black holes is thus murky since the former evolves drastically over the relevant time
span. The equivalence of the "up" and "down" hamiltonians is thus nuclear, and
inequality (17) cannot be exploited.

3.:t The Universal Entropy Bound from. the GSL

As just mentioned, the Frolov-Page proof is unconvincing for a sítuntiun where
macroscopic matter falls into a black hole. Such a situation occurs frequently. e.g.,
astrophysicat accretion onto a black hole. The Sorkin proof does seem to apply.
Thus I assume that the GSL is also valid in such a situation. There are then
interesting consequences.

First consider dropping a spherical macroscopic systern of mass E, radius R, and
entropy s into a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M » E from a large distance
D ~3> M away. The black hole gains mass E, which it then proceeds to radíate
over time r. At the end of this process the black hole is back at mass M. Were
the emission reversible, the radiated entropy would be EjTBH. As mentioned, the
emission is actually irreversible, and the entropy emitted is a factor \i > 1 larger.
Thus the overall change in generalized entropy is

ASBH + AST&á = fíE/TBH - a (19)

From numerical work Page56 estimates ¡i = 1.35 - 1.64 depending on the species
radiated. One can certainly choose M larger than R by an order of magnitude,
say, so that the system wül fall into the hole without being torn up: M = ^R with
7 = a few. Thus, if the GSL is obeyed, the restriction

s < S/i^nRE/h (20)

mnst be valid. It is clear from the argument that there is no need for /i-y to be
arbitrarily large. Thus from the GSL one infers a bound on the entropy of a rather
arbitrary - but not strongly gravitatíng ~ system in terms of its total gravitating
energy and size. Note that this bound is compatible with bound (13) which comes
from statistical mechanics in fíat spacetime.

One ob jection that could be raised to the above line of argument is that Hawking
radiation pressure might keep the system from being absorbed by the hole, thus
obviating the conclusión. This is not so. Approximate the Hawking radiance as
black body radiance of temperature h/(8nM) from a sphere of radius 2M, th<>
energy flux at distance r from the hole is

resulting in a radiation forcé / rad(r) ~ ivR?F(r) on the infalling sphere. Writ.ing
the Newtonian gravitatíonal forcé as /grav(r) = ME/r one sees that

/radW . >>R2

/grav(r) 61,440x2M3B
(22)



Thü SÍZK of u macroscopic systern always excc-eds its Conipton length. Thus for
any macroscopic sphere able to fall whole ¡rito the hole h/E < R < M. Therefore,
/rad( r) Airad ( r) ^ 1 throughout the fall until very cióse to the hole where the New-
tonian approxiraations used must fail. By then the game is up. and the systern must
surely be swallowed up. It is also clear that the system falls essentially geodesically
(more 011 this below).

The objection might be refurbished by relying on the radiation pressure of a
largu number of massless specíes to overpower gravity and drive the system away.
So h;t me pretend the number of species in nature ís large. However, the relevant
inmiber, n, is the number of species actually represented in the radiation flowing
oul, during the time that the sphere is falling in. I shall take D to be such that the
iníHIl time equals the time r to radíate energy E. Then the number of radiation
s[K!(;ii:s into which E is converted is also n. Thus frorri Eq. (21) one sees that the hole
muiates the energy E in time r SB 5 X 10 4EAf 2n- 1n" 1 . Since D « (3r/y/2)2^Mlf3.
one checks that D sa 2.2 x 10 3 (ME/n^) 2 / 3 M. Now, the typical Hawking quantum
büíirs an energy of order TBH, so the number of quanta radiated is w %-KME/TI.
Siiia; a species will be effective at braking the fall only if represented by at least
mu! quantum, one has n < 8nME/h. As a result, D > M as required by the
(üscussion. Multiplying the ratio (22) by n and recalling that h/E < R < M, one
sutís that

/rad(r) < K2 ^ ,
/grav(r) 7680TTM2

(23)

RíuliaUun pressure thus fails to modify appreciably thii geodesic fall of the sphere,
and buimd (20) follows.

T conclude that the GSL requires for its fuuctioning a property of ordinary
macroscopic matter encapsulated in bound (20). This is consistent with the tighter
muí more definite bound (13) established from statistical arguments in fíat space-
l.iiuc!. This last granted, the GSL is seen to be safe from the invasión of a black
hule's airspace by macroscopic entropy-bearing objects. It is interesting that this
profoundly gravitational law "knows" about prosaic physics. This last statement
luis been at the heart of a protracted controversy60'"1 in which Unruh and Wald
li;iv(! argued that the GSL can take care of itself with no help from the entropy
bound by means of the buoyancy of objects in the Unruh acceleration radiation.
Yet in the gedankenexpeñment above buoyancy is irrelevant: the sphere falls freely,
radiation pressure makes a small perturbation to its unaccelerated worldline, and so
there is no Unruh-Wald buoyancy. Evidently, the GSL's functioning does depend
mi properties of ordinary matter. (For a recent demonstration that the entropy
bound (13) follows from the GSL even in circumstances where buoyancy is present
SHÍ! Ref. 62 and references cited therein.)

:Í.J,. DO Black Holes Emit TV Sets ?

Nothing illustrated so well to my generation the forcé of the "no hair" principie
tlian Wheeler's proverbial TV set falling into a black hole.63 But if a black hole can
nidiate, are TVs ernitted in the Hawking radiance ? The thermodynamic notion
l.liat anything can be found in a thermal radiation bath would suggest the answer is
y<;s. This principie, however, must be applied cautiously. First, a system of energy
E appears spontaneously in a thermal bath only when the temperature is at least
of order E. A black hole cannot be hotter than the Planck-Wheeler temperature.



Thus the only TVs that could be expected to appear are those Hgbter l.liaii thi:
Planck-Wheeler mass ~ 10"5 gm.

Further, the TV should be recalcitrant to dissociation. In the primordial plasma
at redshift z = 105 there were no hydrogen atoms, not because it was not in equi-
librium, but because the corresponding temperature of 3 x 10 K is way above the
ioniztion temperature of hydrogen. There were He nuclei then because their disso-
ciation temperature is way above 3 x 105 °K. According to all this logic, Wheeler
TVs weighing much less than the Planck-Wheeler mass, and havíng a very high
dissociation temperature, should show up in Hawking radiance whose temperature
is of order of the TVs rest energy. Yet, as I show now, TV sets or other macroscopic
systems do not occur measurably in any Hawking radiance.

Suppose a macroscopic object (a TV for short) of size R has rest energy E and
a degeneracy factor g. The last reflects the complexity of the composite system,
so that g could be very large. The object will get emitted in an available Hawking
rnode with probability gexp(—E/TBH). Actually, if the TV is measurably excitad
at temperature TBH one should replace g by an appropriate partition function; I
ignore such complications. Over the Hawking evaporatkm lifetime ~ M ¡h there
emerge of order M (h "up" modes of each species. Thus the probability that the
hole emits a TV over its lifetime amounts to p ~ (M2/h)gexp(-8nME/h).

Obviously In £ plays the role of internal entropy of the object. From the bound
(13) one may infer that \ng < 2rrRE/h. Thus p < (M2/ñ) exp[2n(R - 4M)E/h}.
However, in order for the TV to be emitted whole it must be smaller than the
hole: R < 2M. Henee p < (M2/h)exp(-4nME/h). But obviously the particlea
composing the TV (masses <£ E) must have Compton lengths smaller than fí < 2M
so that EM/h 3> 1. It follows that the argument of the exponent is very large, so
that p is exponentially small. Thus in practice an evaporating black hole does not
emit TVs or any macroscopic objeets. This "selection rule" depends on the bound
on entropy.
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